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Improve security, find files faster, and post pictures online
Over 70 techniques that help you save time by:     

	Customizing the desktop and Start menu
	Speeding the restart or shutdown process
	Preventing automatic program launches
	Streamlining Outlook® Express
	Strengthening your Windows XP firewall
	Decreasing download time for pictures
	Zapping spyware, adware, and unwanted cookies


About the Author

   Woody Leonhard: Curmudgeon, critic, and perennial “Windows Victim,” Woody Leonhard runs a fiercely independent Web site devoted to delivering the truth about Windows and Office, whether Microsoft likes it or not. With up-to-the-nanosecond news, observations, tips and help, AskWoody.com has become the premiere source of unbiased information for people who actually use the products.
    In the past decade, Woody has written more than two dozen books, drawing an unprecedented six Computer Press Association awards and two American Business Press awards. Woody was one of the first Microsoft Consulting Partners and is a charter member of the Microsoft Solutions Provider organization. He’s widely quoted — and reviled — on the Redmond campus.
    Justin Leonhard: Lives with his dad in Phuket, Thailand. Justin contributed to Windows XP All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies. He frequently helps Woody with various writing projects and keeps the office network going. Justin is an accomplished scuba diver, budding novelist, and the best video game player for miles. He was admitted to Mensa International at the age of 14.            
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Frommer's Spain 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
As a team of veteran travel writers, Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince have produced various titles for Frommer’s, including guides to Italy, France, England, and Germany. A film critic, columnist, and broadcaster, Porter is also a Hollywood biographer. His recent releases include Brando Unzipped, documenting the private life of Marlon...
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Brain Damage and Repair: From Molecular Research to Clinical TherapySpringer, 2005

	This book builds a novel bridge from molecular research to clinical therapy. This approach reveals the functional features of neurons and glia in the particular context of vulnerability and self-protection, intracellular properties and extracellular matrix. Arising from this platform, this volume unfolds the molecular and systemic processes...
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Business Modeling With UML:  Business Patterns at WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"An excellent hands-on book for practitioners eager to document the internal structure and everyday workings of business processes. This clear and practical book belongs on the shelf of everyone dedicated to mapping, maintaining, and streamlining business processes."     —Richard Mark Soley, Phd, Chairman and CEO, OMG...
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Blueprints Visual Scripting for Unreal EnginePackt Publishing, 2015

	Build professional 3D games with Unreal Engine 4's Visual Scripting system


	About This Book

	
		Take your game designs from inspiration to a fully playable game that you can share with the world, without writing a single line of code.
	
		Learn to use visual scripting to develop gameplay...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office Word 2003Que, 2003
Get up to speed on Word 2003's capabilities with concise, step-by-step tips from a Word expert!

Finally, readers without any Word experience have a book that was created just for them! This book is written for the reader who may be using Word for the very first time. Everything a reader needs to learn how...
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Core Web Programming, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2001
One-stop shopping for serious  Web developers!

The authoritative guide to every technology that enterprise Web  developers need to master, from HTML 4 to Java 2 Standard Edition 1.3, servlets  to JavaServer Pages, and beyond. Core Web Programming,...
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